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Nanaimo—VI Conference Centre 
is at these SERIOUS COFFEE locations — look for the ‘Island Tides’ yellow boxes outside or racks inside!
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A intimate New Year’s Eve five-course dinner at Galiano’s La Berengerie Restaurant was also the Gulf Islands début of Jack of Hearts—a brand new Islands
gypsy-jazz ensemble. Jack Garton vocals, trumpet & accordion, Michael Alexander upright bass, Amrit Basi drums and Jennifer Hamer playing the shakers
(momentarily out of the frame attending to her child) had an audience well into 2013.
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On December 20, following its quarterly
meeting, Islands Trust Council sent a four-point
submission to the provincial government
responding to the current BC Coastal Ferries
consultation process.
‘Ferries are lifelines for coastal communities

and businesses; just like highways are in the rest
of the province,’ said Sheila Malcolmson,
Gabriola  trustee and chair of Trust Council. ‘The
current approach to the marine transportation
system is failing us and the future is predictable.
As fares go up, ridership goes down, and as
ridership goes down, fares go up yet again. As
services get cut, coastal economies weaken
further. This cycle of decline has to stop and the
root of the problem lies with chronic provincial
government underinvestment.
‘The cost of using BC Ferries is a crucial issue

for our constituents–every community we
represent is dependent on the ferry system, and
the substantial cumulative fare increases over the
last decade (up an average of 80% and up 133%
on some routes) are hurting families, businesses
and community wellbeing,’ said Malcolmson.
‘Ferry fares cover 85% of operating costs, which
is more user-pay than any other form of BC
transportation, but we just can’t pay more.’
Malcolmson added that businesses and

families have invested in the islands, based on
repeated and consistent promises from the
provincial government that it would sustain
affordable, reliable ferry services. 
‘In this context, we were astonished to read a

December 17 provincial announcement of
billions of dollars of investment in highways and

public transit that makes absolutely no reference
to ferries. Infrastructure funds flow freely to other
regions of the province, yet the province is relying
on ever-increasing ferry fares to pay for the ferry
system’s infrastructure deficit. 
‘It is hard to imagine the provincial

government proposing to curtail access to
northern or interior communities while also
suggesting new local taxes to pay for overdue
repairs to provincial highways, yet that’s what’s
happening on the coast.
‘The provincial government needs to return to

the fundamental principle that built this coastal
province: marine transportation is an essential
part of BC’s prosperity. The provincial
government must take full responsibility for
capital costs and immediately provide sufficient
funding to significantly reduce fares on the minor
routes. By reinvesting in the minor routes to
reduce fares and jumpstart ridership, the
provincial government can help restore the
economic and social health of ferry-dependent
communities and the province,’ Malcolmson
said.
‘Islanders want to help with service efficiencies

and have proposed great ideas over the years, but
a consultation process that asks whether ferries
should convert to natural gas is disingenuous—
that’s like asking the public what kind of fuel
airlines should use. 
‘The Islands Trust is calling for more detailed

and specific consultations with Island communities
before any significant service changes or cuts are
considered, and trustees think this will work best
if ferry fares are first stabilized.’ 0

Ferry decline must stop: Islands Trust 

Looking for information about the Georgia
Strait’s natural and cultural resources? Or
perhaps you have information about your
community you’d like to share with others?
There is now a colourful, interactive Georgia
Strait Communities Atlas online to do just that. 
The Atlas is designed to encourage

participation, and as communities contribute
their own local info to this ‘representation of
life’ around the Salish Sea, it is gradually
becoming a comprehensive resource. 
Use it to quickly locate the Strait’s protected

areas, wetlands, marinas, pump out stations
and other places, such as fish farms. There is
also local knowledge posted, such as the best
spots to watch whales from the shore. Also
new is a ‘Clean Marine BC’ Resource Map–
a Google Earth map that will help you find
green boating resources around the region. 
Visit www.atlas.georgiastrait.org to learn

more about enjoying the Strait’s amazing
waters and shorelines. You can add your
own content to the dynamic atlas, including
videos! 0

Interactive atlas offers valuable local information

Victoria sprawls over a rocky outcrop jutting
into the Strait of Juan de Fuca at the south
end of Vancouver Island. The Strait has
strong tides and serves as an outlet to the
Pacific Ocean for the drainage from the
southern coastal mountains of British
Columbia and northwest Washington, and
particularly the Fraser River, which drains
much of the interior of BC and has a volume
of 3,500 cubic metres per second. 
Currently, Victoria’s sanitary sewer

outflows, two pipes at Macauley Point and
Clover Point, on either side of Victoria
Harbour, are screened to remove particles
over 6mm in diameter. 
Given the terrain, the system minimizes

pumping. The outfalls empty a volume of
one cubic metre/second into the Strait of
Juan de Fuca, some 1.1km and 1.8km from
shore and at a depth of 65 metres. This is

approximately 0.001% of the Strait’s daily
flow. Monitoring indicates that the outflow
is diffused and diluted with the effect that it
meets federal Wastewater Systems Effluent
Regulations within 100 metres of the end of
the pipes.
In order to meet equivalent standards,

comparable cities in North America have
central secondary treatment plants,
discharging the resulting effluent into nearby
rivers. Public opinion has called for Victoria
to adopt secondary treatment, but a large
group of scientists and engineers have
suggested that it is not necessary, given the
capacity of the Strait of Juan de Fuca.
Nevertheless, the Capital Regional

District (CRD) has, under orders from the
provincial government, developed a
secondary processing plan.

$780 million sewage system won’t solve toxic
effluent problem~ Patrick Brown

SEWAGE, please turn to page 5



The number of Idle No More demonstrations across Canada
and abroad reflects First Nations’ alarm at the absence of
consultation on the part of the Harper government during

its passage of two ‘omnibus’ budget bills in 2012. The participation
of other Canadians in these demonstrations could indicate their
support of First Nations’ concerns or their sense that they were
not consulted either.
Generally, under Section 35 of Canada’s Constitution Act,

the government has an obligation to consult with First Nations
concerning any new legislation that might affect them. The
principle of ‘Honour of the Crown’ includes the duty of
consultation with First Nations about any industrial activities.
The judgment in Haida v British Columbia, 2004,  defined this
as: ‘Whenever the government has knowledge of the potential
existence of Aboriginal right or title and contemplates conduct
that might adversely affect them.’
It seems obvious that the government’s changes to

environmental review, the Fisheries Act, and navigable waters
legislation would affect First Nations across Canada, particularly
since pipelines are exempted from review under some aspects
of this legislation. It seems even more obvious that First Nations
should be consulted about Bill C-45’s changes to the Indian Act
itself, particularly since those changes would have the effect of
making it easier to lease reserve land to third parties without
the assent of a majority of band members.

First Nations & the Canada-China FIPA
Consideration of this ‘duty to consult’ raises questions about
Canada’s adoption of FIPA without consultation with First
Nations. More specifically, it appears that First Nations may be
in a position to take actions which, falling under the increasingly
broad definition of ‘expropriation’ in FIPA, might expose the
Government of Canada, to legal actions under the ‘dispute
resolution’ section of FIPA. 
Modern treaties specifically deal with this; to quote the 2009
Maa’Nulth First Nations Final Agreement:
‘After the Effective Date, before consenting to be bound
by a new International Treaty which would give rise to a
new International Legal Obligation that may adversely
affect a right of a Maa’Nulth First Nation Government
under this Agreement, Canada will Consult with that
Maa’Nulth First Nation Government in respect of the
International Treaty either separately or through a forum
that Canada determines is appropriate.’
The Tsawwassen First Nation Final Agreement contains a

similar clause.
West Coast Environmental Law expresses the view that

‘FIPA violates the constitutionally-protected process of
negotiations between the Crown and First Nations by
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JANUARY
Day        Time        Ht./ft. Ht./m. Day        Time        Ht./ft. Ht./m.

16
WE

0115
0837
1519
2028

1.2
3.6
1.8
2.5

3.9
11.8
5.9
8.2

17
TH

0155
0906
1614
2210

1.6
3.5
1.6
2.4

5.2
11.5
5.2
7.9

18
FR

0236
0935
1708

2.0
3.4
1.4

6.6
11.2
4.6

19
SA

0016
0322
1004
1759

2.5
2.3
3.3
1.2

8.2
7.5
10.8
3.9

20
SU

0219
0427
1034
1847

2.7
2.6
3.2
1.0

8.9
8.5
10.5
3.3

21
MO

0332
0610
1109
1932

2.9
2.8
3.1
0.9

9.5
9.2
10.2
3.0

22
TU

0416
0801
1152
2014

3.1
2.9
3.1
0.8

10.2
9.5
10.2
2.6

23
WE

0451
0917
1241
2052 

3.2
2.9
3.1
0.7

10.5
9.5
10.2
2.3

24
TH

0520
1005
1331
2128

3.3
2.9
3.1
0.7

10.8
9.5
10.2
2.3

25
FR

0545
1041
1420
2202

3.3
2.8
3.0
0.7

10.8
9.2
9.8
2.3

26
SA

0608
1112
1507
2235

3.3
2.7
3.0
0.7

10.8
8.9
9.8
2.3

27
SU

0628
1143
1554
2308

3.3
2.6
3.0
0.7

10.8
8.5
9.8
2.3

28
MO

0649
1216
1644
2339

3.3
2.4
2.9
0.9

10.8
7.9
9.5
3.0

29
TU

0709
1253
1737

3.4
2.2
2.8

11.2
7.2
9.2

30
WE

0012
0730
1335
1838

1.1
3.4
2.0
2.7

3.6
11.2
6.6
8.9

31
TH

0045
0753
1420
1950

1.3
3.4
1.7
2.6

4.3
11.2
5.6
8.5

Day        Time        Ht./ft. Ht./m. Day        Time        Ht./ft. Ht./m.

16
WE

0202
0854
1536
2100

1.5
4.8
2.2
3.6

4.9
15.7
7.2
11.8

17
TH

0244
0928
1631
2227

2.1
4.7
2.0
3.4

6.9
15.4
6.6
11.2

18
FR

0329
1002
1725

2.6
4.6
1.8

8.5
15.1
5.9

19
SA

0007
0424
1038
1819

3.5
3.0
4.4
1.6

11.5
9.8
14.4
5.2

20
SU

0147
0541
1116
1912

3.7
3.4
4.2
1.5

12.1
11.2
13.8
4.9

21
MO

0308
0716
1159
2003

3.9
3.6
4.1
1.4

12.8
11.8
13.5
4.6

22
TU

0402
0838
1250
2049

4.1
3.6
4.0
1.2

13.5
11.8
13.1
3.9

23
WE

0441
0937
1345
2131 

4.3
3.6
4.0
1.1

14.1
11.8
13.1
3.6

24
TH

0513
1021
1437
2209

4.4
3.5
4.0
1.0

14.4
11.5
13.1
3.3

25
FR

0542
1057
1525
2244

4.4
3.4
4.1
1.0

14.4
11.2
13.5
3.3

26
SA

0608
1131
1611
2318

4.5
3.3
4.1
0.9

14.8
10.8
13.5
3.0

27
SU

0631
1204
1656
2350

4.5
3.1
4.1
1.0

14.8
10.2
13.5
3.3

28
MO

0654
1240
1741

4.6
2.9
4.0

15.1
9.5
13.1

29
TU

0023
0717
1318
1829

1.2
4.6
2.7
3.9

3.9
15.1
8.9
12.8

30
WE

0056
0742
1359
1922

1.4
4.7
2.4
3.8

4.6
15.4
7.9
12.5

31
TH

0132
0810
1444
2022

1.7
4.7
2.1
3.7

5.6
15.4
6.9
12.1
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Photo: Paul Manly
Idle No More protest on Stz'uminus territory (outside Ladysmith BC) on December 31. Over 300 people gathered—First Nations from
up and down Vancouver Island  with support and solidarity from the non-native community—to voice their opposition to the federal
government’s unprecedented attack on environmental regulations and treaty rights in the 450-page Bill C-45 omnibus legislation.
Highway 1 was blocked for the duration of 3 songs and then drumming, singing and dancing continued on the side of the highway.

Idle No More and the Honour of the Crown ~ Patrick Brown

IDLE NO MORE, please turn to page 10

Oral statement given on January 7 in Victoria by Mr Sid Jorna
to the Joint Panel Review Panel for the Enbridge Northern
Gateway Pipeline.
First of all, thank you for hearing these submissions. My name
is Sid Jorna. I’m a retired commander of the Royal  Canadian
Navy with a bridge watchkeeping certificate, so I’ve had
experience at sea. With a Master’s degree in engineering, I’ve
had a second career as a Director of Engineering, General
Dynamics Canada, overseeing the development of naval sonar
equipment. 
Knowing something of the marine environment, I will

therefore confine my comments to the issue of bulk oil carrier
vessels in the Dixon Entrance, the Hecate Strait and the Douglas
Channels. 
In my opinion, bulk oil carriers in these waters pose an

unacceptable risk of a significant oil spill with extreme

consequences to the environment. I believe that a major tanker
accident in this confined sea is inevitable over time due to the
nature of the tankers and the nature of the sea and climate of
this region. 
The very large crude carriers, or the ultra large crude carriers,

are huge, ponderous ships of 366 metres or more, 25 metres of
draft, and carrying some 2 million barrels of crude oil or more.
They have the capacity to spill roughly 10 times the oil that was
spilled by the Exxon Valdez. 
By comparison, the Exxon Valdezwas a double-hulled crude

oil carrier with a capacity of approximately 1.2 million barrels
of oil. It spilled roughly 10% of that, causing all that
environmental damage in Prince William Sound. 
Consider the destructive potential of a modern bulk oil

carrier. Bulk oil carriers are not very manoeuvrable. In the very
nimble destroyers of the Navy, we considered that the point at
which collision cannot be avoided by the action of one ship alone
is reached at approximately three kilometres owing to the huge

The fury of the sea: mariner comments at Enbridge hearings 
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ENBRIDGE COMMENT, please turn to page 8
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Iadmit that I have failed in mynumber one goal for 2012—either
convincing Stephen Harper to

change his mind about Kyoto or to force
him out of office in time to stop the
withdrawal from Kyoto. On December
15, 2012, Harper’s letter of intent for
legal withdrawal from the Kyoto
Protocol took effect. It marked the first
time in Canadian history that our
once reliable and steadfast country
has exited any treaty we have ever
ratified. 
As a New Year’s Resolution, I

knew it was a long-shot—but so
are many New Year’s Resolutions.
So, like most of us this New Year,
I will re-commit to some
unfulfilled 2012 resolutions—
including seeing Stephen Harper
leave office (one way or another)
within 2013.
Crystal-ball gazing is

notoriously prone to failure, but let
me make some likely predictions. 
Within the continuing attack in

the House of Commons against
the fabric of Canadian criminal
law, we will see more bills that
assault Charter rights through a
‘tough on crime’ agenda. The
Conservatives are bound to return
to the internet snooping bill, C-30,
famously described by Vic Toews
as representing a choice of
standing with the Conservatives or
standing on the side of child
pornographers. 
Up early in February will be C-43,

titled the act for the ‘faster removal of
foreign criminals act’ but which,
actually, can limit access to Canada to
people who are not criminals at all. The
bill gives the Minister of Immigration
the right to deny a claimant permanent
residency in Canada for ‘public policy
reasons,’ a term which is undefined. 
We will see the last significant

environmental law (at least among

those that have an impact on land-use
and conservation) being dismantled.
The Species at Risk Act (SARA) was
rumoured to have been planned to be
in the fall omnibus bill, C-45. The Hill
gossip is that the provinces were not
willing to see the act being downloaded
to the provinces as rapidly as was being
proposed. Environment Minister Peter

Kent has said to expect the overhaul of
SARAas stand-alone legislation. 
It won’t be too early to start seeing

the impacts of the egregious changes
from 2012. The new and pathetic
excuse for an environmental
assessment act is so badly drafted that
even industry is bound to start
complaining. And the destruction of the
Fisheries Act in relation to protection of
fish habitat could well be the subject of
litigation, especially due to the impacts
on First Nations rights.
Another potential area of litigation

could be First Nations push back
against the Canada-China Investment
Treaty. I keep hoping that a case can be
brought for injunctive relief to block
ratification while there is still time. As I
write this, the treaty is not yet ratified.
The Prime Minister can legally ratify at
any time he convenes a Cabinet
meeting. We need to keep the pressure

up, particularly on Conservative MPs,
to urge them to pressure the Prime
Minister to, at a minimum, reject the
treaty with language that locks us in for
31 years. We should insist that, at least,
the exit provisions match NAFTA, with
a 6-month opt-out provision. 
By December, the Joint Review

Panel on the Enbridge Northern
Gateway project, or as I like to call it,
‘The Great Pipeline of China’ will report.
Thanks to changes in C-38, the
National Energy Board is no longer the
decision-maker. The NEB will make a

recommendation based on the Joint
Review Panel report. Then, Prime
Minister Harper’s Cabinet will rule.
Despite all the opposition, and the clear
climb-down on rhetoric from the PM
and his Cabinet members in the last
year, it will be a surprise if the project is
turned down. We will stop it from being
built, somehow, but we cannot afford to

assume the fight is already won. 
Beyond the legislative

agenda, we are likely to
experience within Canada and
globally, more extreme weather
events due to human-induced
climate change. I am convinced
another year cannot go by
without people around the
world, urged on by the world’s
scientists, making the links and
demanding governments take
action. We need to become
more active, more assertive in
making the case that the
changes we are seeing now are
dangerous, and that we are only
seeing the tip of a very large
(and melting) iceberg. 
No doubt we will experience

heartbreaks (I cannot speak of
what happened to little children
in Newtown, Connecticut). We
can never anticipate exactly
how the military industrial
complex will make its greed

and Machiavellian machinations felt in
a troubled world. We will have
moments that bring us great joy, worry
about things that in the scheme of
things do not matter much, and love
and lose loves, as in every year. The
world did not end in 2012 and perhaps
human consciousness will evolve. 
Perhaps, from our beautiful

islands—big and small—off the west
coast of British Columbia, just perhaps,
our work for change will lead the way.
All the best to us all in this new year. 0

Take notice that Western
Tidal Holdings Ltd of
Vancouver, BC, intends to
make application to the
Ministry of Forests, Lands,
and Natural Resource
Operations (MFLNRO), West
Coast Region for
Investigative Licences for
Tidal Power situated on
Provincial Crown land
located at Active Pass and
Navy Channel.
The Land File Numbers that
have been established for this
application are Files #
1412947 and 1414062. Written
comments concerning this
application should be directed
to the Section Head,
Integrated Land Management
Bureau at 142 - 2080 Labieux
Rd, Nanaimo, BC, V9T 6J9, or
emailed to: Authorizing
Agency.Nanaimo@gov.bc.ca.
Comments will be received by
MFLNRO until March 31,
2013. MFLNRO may not be
able to consider comments
received after this date. Please
visit our website: 
http://arfd.gov.bc.ca/Applic
ationPosting/index.jsp for
more information. 
Be advised that any response
to this advertisement will be
considered part of the public
record. For information,
contact the Freedom of
Information Advisor at the
Ministry of Forests, Lands,
and Natural Resource
Operations regional office.  

LAND AND WATER ACT:
NOTICE OF INTENTION

TO APPLY FOR A
DISPOSITION OF
CROWN LAND

What will 2013 hold for Canada? - Elizabeth May, MP
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Editorial: Happy Election Year! 

 
 
 
Installs the world’s best heat pumps! 

 
 
Ductless 
Inverter Drive 
Technology   
 
100% money 
back 
guarantee 

 

How Much Could You Save?  
 

Mitsubishi Electric Cooling and Heating Systems 
save an average of 70% over baseboard heat.  
Plus act now to claim $1100 in Gov’t Grants! 
 

Get It Installed 
 

! A qualified home estimator will provide a 
free in-home consultation  

! No ductwork means little mess and few 
remodeling expenses 

! Our professionals can usually install the 
system in one day 

 

C a l l    T o d a y   1-888-760-0898 
www.servicexcel.ca 
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IS YOUR
WELL WATER
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Contamination can occur

without changes in colour or
taste. Be safe, test annually.

fax: 250-656-0443     Website: www.mblabs.com
Email: mblabs@pacificcoast.net

2062 Unit 4 Henry Ave. West, Sidney, B.C. V8L 5Y1

250-656-1334
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Bitumen Spill Clean-up
Dear Editor:
At the Kinder Morgan Open House in Nanaimo recently, I
learned two things that alarmed me from the man staffing the
table of the Western Canada Marine Response Corporation
(WCMRC), the company approved by the government to clean-
up spills along the coast. 1) WCMRCtreats a bitumen spill in the
same way they treat a conventional oil spill. 2) Canada Shipping
Act2001 Planning Standards mandate that spills be responded
to in 6-72 hours, depending on the size and location of the spill.
The issue here is that bitumen does not float on water—at

least not for long! According to the Canadian Centre for Energy,
bitumen has an American Petroleum Institute (API) gravity
rating of less than 10. (Some sources say 8.) API assigns an
arbitrary rating of 10 to water, so for comparison purposes this
means that bitumen is heavier than water and will very quickly
sink. 
Skimming it off the surface is non-starter. It will have

disappeared before the spill response company gets there,
contaminating the ocean floor, and all the vegetation and
creatures living there.

Sharon McInnes, Gabriola Island
More About Liveaboards

Dear Editor:
It was good to hear from the MV Julie May (Island Tides
December 13, 2012, Some truths about Liveaboards). Rick and
Jude keep a tight ship and are a great example of life aboard a
small boat. I think they are also too kind and polite about the
various obstacles. After 30 years spent mostly on the water and
raising one daughter aboard our sailboat, I have experienced
just about everything that can go right or wrong
The discrimination is widespread against liveaboards,

mostly for the reasons Rick and Jude describe. Add in raising a
child and a custody issue and it becomes impossible, I’ve had to
go to court to prove our 40-foot sailboat, with all the amenities,
was a proper home for a child, but I could live in a subsidized
crack-house and never be questioned. The problem stems from
ignorance and outright prejudice against liveaboards, with a
healthy dose of political contributors.
When I came to the coast, it was an instant love affair, Relic

and the Beachcombers convinced me that if anybody actually
lived like that I wanted in, bad! As soon as I got here I went
straight to Molly’s Reach, the next day I traded my stereo for a
clinker-built sailboat and a Seagull engine. I never looked back,
at the time you could pretty well park your floating ride just

about anywhere. I remember Nanaimo having floating coffee
shops and endless rafting-out, sometimes just about blocking
the pass. That was then. 
The problems started when our federal government wanted

out of the wharf business and turned over the responsibility to
individual harbour boards/commissions,. They became private
fiefdoms and condemned liveaboards to a grey zone using all
the ludicrous reasons the article suggested. Things changed
from being normal to being an outcast; most jurisdictions were
banning liveaboards for no reason, our local MPwent along with
the ‘dogpatch’ designation given to liveaboards at anchor in
Nanaimo, propagating even more ignorance.
You can’t get a drivers license, a gun permit, or for that

matter just about anything concerning the government as long
as you live on a boat. It is simply not considered a permanent
address—bank loans are a problem, mortgages impossible.
Canada has the longest coastline on the planet, yet it is

virtually impossible to live on it. If you can find a spot, you’re at
the mercy of the local marina’s whim and fancy. Try getting
insurance on your 50-year-old dream boat while you’re fixing
it up, despite having everything you own aboard. I work on
boats and see this all the time, you’re constantly in a precarious
situation.
Because of these ludicrous rules, I know of many sailors that

do sneak about. I’ve had to do it myself or get thrown off the
wharf I’m paying through the nose to stay on. Anchoring out is
always an option, but with a child aboard it can be challenging
in the winter and my tax dollars helped pay for these
government wharfs from which I am now being excluded. 
We are the view for passersby and people constantly ask

questions, becoming vicarious sailors. There is a magic to this
lifestyle and like sex, it’s not something you can describe without
trying it, but if you think it’s all cute and cuddly when you walk
by our sailboat, try coming back in January when I’m on a
snowy deck in a storm trying to tie off something or other–that
part sucks big-time. But one sunny break in the clouds and it’s
all worth it.
Above all, it’s not for everybody. Don’t get into this lifestyle

without a genuine love of the ocean. Try it first or somebody will
buy up your dream for pennies on the dollar when your spouse
is living back on land after a month of cabin fever and you’ve
been cut off from the previously mentioned activity.

Robert Saint Amour, Vancouver Island

Ship of Fools
Dear Editor:
If the Arctic is the canary in the climate change coal mine, then
2012 must surely have seen the demise of the poor little bird.
Even before summer ended, Arctic sea ice reached an all-time
low in the satellite record.
And what of other dead canaries: disappearing glaciers,

dying forests, acidic oceans, and an extinction rate 1,000 times
normal?  The litany of horrors goes on and on.
Scientists now predict a four-to-six-degree mean global

warming this century. That’s more than an inconvenience; it’s
a death sentence for millions on this planet.
Parallels with the Titanicare obvious: a fool at the helm who

ignores all dangers ahead; passengers who refuse to believe the
ship is sinking (even after the deck starts to tilt); and a belief that
man is greater than nature.
This time, however, there are no lifeboats–not for women

and children, not even for the very rich. The most intelligent
species on Earth is about to fall victim to its own stupidity.

Frants Attorp, Salt Spring Island 

Happy 2013 to our readers, advertisers,
writers, tipsters and photographers! The
news is streaming in, and we are already in
the head-banging, heart-wrenching
predicament of having to decide what to
include in our pages and what to cut—
despite funding a 12-pager with tons of
news. 
Thank you to all who already sent their

2013 voluntary subscription—it really
helps. May we encourage everyone else to
send theirs soon (see page 10 for details)!
This is a BC provincial election year.

Island Tideswould like to get discussion of
the issues going right away. While looking
at the electoral districts map, we were
astonished to see in how many ridings
Island Tides is distributed. In fact, there is
no electoral area on Vancouver Island that
does not touch the shore of the Salish Sea. 
What a large number of candidates that

will be! 
Island Tideshas generated a list of key

issues in BC politics. In each edition until
the election, we will provide an opportunity

for every candidate in these ridings to
respond in their regional newspaper–
Island Tides. We realize many
candidates have not yet been declared.
Riding associations for each party are in
the process of selecting candidates.
However, we do have some official
candidates and can begin with them. As
more are declared, we can include them
in the dialogue. 
The NDP candidate for Saanich

North & The Islands is out of the gate
early; rumour has it Gary Holman’s
team has already knocked on 1,500
doors on Salt Spring Island! This early
starter is listing issues on page 8.
At this stage, it is not easy to find the

names of all official candidates. If you
know of a declared candidate or
incumbent who is running in the May 14
general provincial election, please let us
know—with contact details if possible. 
We will pose a question to each

known candidate in every edition from
now until May. 0Map: Elections BC

Island Tides Circulates In These Ridings:
Powell–River Sunshine Coast (POR)1
North Island (NOI)2
Comox Valley (CMX)3
Parksville–Qualicum (PAQ)4
Alberni Pacific Rim (APR)5
Nanaimo (NAN)6
Nanaimo–North Cowichan (NCW)7
Cowichan Valley (CWV)8
Malahat–Juan de Fuca (JDF)9
Saanich North & The Islands (SAN)10

LETTERS, please turn to page 11

Notice is hereby given that effective November 29, 2012
the boundary of the Campbell-Bennett Bay Improvement
District is amended by excluding Lot 83, Section 9, Mayne
Island, Cowichan District, Plan 14000.

Letters Patent and a map showing the new boundaries may
be viewed at the offices of the Campbell-Bennett Bay
Improvement District by emailing your request to
cbbid@live.ca or calling 250-539-2150, for additional
information.

This synopsis is published in accordance with section 15(b) of the
Local Government Act.

NOTICE OF BOUNDARY CHANGE

CAMPBELL-BENNETT BAY
IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT

NOI
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Islanders
Ask E ileen…
Practical advice on matters particular to 
life on an Island

The BC Services Card. 
Your CareCard, and more.

One card. Many services. The new BC Services Card is part of government’s 
plan to modernize BC’s health care system. It replaces your CareCard, can 
be combined with your driver’s licence, and also acts as your photo ID. It’s 
more convenient and more secure, with enhanced features to protect your 
personal information. And getting yours is easy. Starting February 15, 2013, 
and for the next � ve years, you can simply enrol when renewing your driver’s 
licence. And even if you don’t drive, you can enrol at the nearest location 
where driver’s licences are issued. To learn more visit: BCServicesCard.ca

Source: Capital Regional District

The secondary treatment system design proposed for the Victoria core area. 

The New Proposal
The new Capital Regional District (CRD)
proposal meets standards designed for
Canada’s inland cities, but not for coastal cities
like Victoria. It would site a central secondary
sewage treatment at McLoughlin Point, at the
entrance to Victoria Harbour, with a single
2,000mm diameter outfall some 1,600 metres
offshore into the Strait of Juan de Fuca. 
The McLoughlin Point site is too small to

accommodate the necessary sludge treatment,
so the sludge would instead be pumped
through two 250mm diameter pipes to a
treatment plant at the CRD-owned Hartland
Landfill, about 18km away (see map), for
further treatment and intended sale as fertilizer
or fuel.
In order to collect all the sanitary sewage

from the city for processing in one plant, it
would be necessary to run collector mains along
the city’s waterfront. Notable among these are a
new pumping station at Clover Point and a
1,200mm (4ft) diameter main from Clover
Point 3.3km to Ogden Point along Dallas Road.
Also necessary would be a 1,200mm (4ft)
diameter pipe, which the current system avoids,
under the entrance to Victoria Harbour. Other
feeder pipes and additional pumping stations

would also be necessary.
Estimated Costs & Funding
The actual total construction cost (including a
contingency) is $549 million. ‘Indirect costs’,
identified as engineering, administration and
program management, inflation, financing,
etc,  account for a further 40%, at $221 million.
Land costs are $13 million. Some critics have
suggested that these figures may be
underestimated.
The funding required for the entire plan is

$783 million, of which the federal government
has pledged $253 million, and the provincial
government $248 million. This leaves $281
million to be financed by the taxpayers of the
CRD. Various estimates, ranging from $200 to
$500 per year, have been presented as the
effect on residential property taxes. Operating
costs have been estimated at $14.5
million/year.
The financial plan for the project has been

influenced by provincial and federal
government preference for significant private
sector involvement. The exact degree of private
sector involvement is unclear. However, at an
estimated capital cost of $205 million, a public-
private partnership for the sludge processing

SEWAGE from page 1

SEWAGE, please turn to page 7

Dear Eileen:
My problem is an old and a new one: what to
wear, especially in these troubled times, with
life an increasing social whirl of one
demonstration after another. Having made a
New Year’s resolution to get active, I picked
through my old wardrobe from the last time
I went to a demo. I think it was Vietnam or
somewhere. Apart from its not fitting any
more, not even close, it has old stains from
brown rice and so forth. Please help!

Penelope Dancing-Breathlessly
P.S. I found an old Rolling Stones concert
ticket crumpled up in my tie-dyed caftan. Do
you think it is worth anything?

Dear Penelope:
Yes, Indian bedspreads are passé. As the
median age of demonstrators has risen and
the colouring of everyday clothing improved,
quite normal westcoast, layered, weathergear
is acceptable and, if properly coordinated, can
be quite eye-catching. Your presence is what
counts.
But there is lots of scope for creativity. The

chic Island progressive will be in an animal or
bird costume. Your partner, if male, may
surprise you with his creativeness, especially
with flora and fauna themes. As with all
island fashion, think footwear first. Wellies,
timeless, and practical, are the perfect base
for hooves and claws. Running shoes are
acceptable everywhere.  
If you are not making a statement but

there to be seen, vibrant, secondary colours
are in favour. Jeans under dresses are now de

rigueur, which helps a lot with cold, rainy
days. Choose shiny, filmy fabrics in ’60s-retro
styles for the dress part—just layer them on
top of your fleece if necessary. Unusual
material, including large plastic bags (they
come in a range of colours these days) are also
in. The key thing is that clothes should
move—swing, swirl, float—or be
extraordinarily stiff.
Silver or copper jewelry can still be in sun,

moon and stars motifs. Beads are still with us.
Body piercings and tattoos, for both genders,
are a glance-catching touch but take a bit of
preplanning, and most tattoos take resistance
to the cold to show off well. 
This all assumes of course that you are

demonstrating against pipelines or whatever.
If you are in favour, or presenting caricatures
(a fun option): corporate uniforms, including
’80s-retro, and up to the Full Nanaimo
(white(ish) pants a bit too tight, blazer with
wide-lapels, colourful open-neck shirt, gold
neckchain, and white patent leather shoes
and belt). But even pale green fleece has been
worn to good effect, recently.
Thrift stores, the islands’ fashion focus,

can help with pretty much all your wardrobe
requirements, for both sides and genders.
The Rolling Stones ticket is not worth

much, unless it has something rolled up
inside it, check carefully.
See you at the demos.

Yours truly, Eileen Tides

Eileen Tides invites your queries on Islands’
etiquette. Email eileen@islandtides.com.

The year 2012 will be remembered for
the momentum gained by massive oil
interests to push unrefined bitumen

through a proposed web of pipelines across
Canada, and on super-sized tankers down the
BC coast headed for the United States and
points east across the Pacific.
Also big was the rapid growth of groups,

large and small, that oppose these plans.
Organizing is getting bigger amongst young,
old, First Nations, businesses and individuals
who see preservation of BC’s natural heritage
as critical. Networking has been the name of
the game in getting out the word and keeping
up to date with rapidly moving developments. 
On Gabriola Island, grass-roots group Save

Our Shores (SOS)  formed to highlight and
oppose the supertankers being built to ply the
BC coastlines. Gabriolans and visitors strung a
230-metre tanker-length ‘caution’ tape, and
walked it down to the ocean, where it was
floated out to sea by kayakers. 
Part of the SOS agenda is to promote and

link up with other action groups such as:
Victoria’s Dogwood Initiative; Vancouver’s
Tanker Free BC; Parksville-Qualicum’s
Communities to Protect Our Coast (CPOC);
and the Defend Our Coast coalition, which
includes First Nations leaders, unions and civil
society groups. 
Last fall, to help keep members’ enthusiasm

levels high, the SOS core group decided to
invite Celine Trojand, organizer at Dogwood
Initiative, to Gabriola to share her experience
keeping the action fires burning. 
Celine smilingly introduced Dogwood as ‘a

bit nerdy’. Its website profiles a highly-
educated, diverse group of mostly youthful staff
drawn from a variety of professions. Formed
in the late 1990s, Dogwood sends out well-
researched information and petitions, and
offers assistance to communities wanting to
take responsibility for their lives and lands.
Celine explained that Dogwood uses its

experience to enable groups like SOS to
continue to operate effectively towards
achieving conservation goals. Most of her
presentation involved discussing several
questions that SOS felt were critical in their
group’s progress, such as ‘what strategies have
worked for other groups?’ 
According to Celine, most groups like SOS

come up with a variety of ideas, based on local
conditions and opportunities. For example, she
described a very effective action by a group in
Christy Clark’s riding of Point Grey: ‘Voters
taking action on Climate Change’. They held a
bakesale every Saturday to eventually raise
$10,000 to advertise a specific invitation to
come to Kits Beach to talk about their
opposition to pipelines and tankers. Celine

Networking civil society
Mary Gillis

NETWORKING, please turn to page 7
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Weekends in January and February
Family Fun Swims—enjoy Saanich Commonwealth Place’s
wavepool, waterslide, diving boards, pirate ship, toddler pool,
swirlpool, family changerooms, steam, sauna & Aqua Terra Cafe •
Saanich Commonwealth Place, 4636 Elk Lake Drive (right off Pat
Bay Hwy at Royal Oak Exit) • Fri: 7-9pm; Sat: 1-4pm & 6:30-
8:30pm; Sun: 1-4pm & 6-8pm • Info: 24-hour Swim Info-line
250-475-7620 • SAANICH

Saturday, January 19
Mardi Gras at Haro’s—bringing the Bayou to Sidney with

jambalaya, crab cakes, oysters, live jazz, brass
bands, dancing, drinks, casino & prizes! •
Sidney Pier Hotel & Spa • Tickets: $25 @ Haro’s
or Hotel Front Desk, $99 room rate; proceeds
benefit Sidney Food Bank • Info: 250.655.9445,
www.sidneypier.com • SIDNEY

Saturday, January 19
Galiano Library Progress Tour—see the new library, now at the

lock-up stage. Bring your ideas for
programs and services you would like at
your new library and community
building • Library site beside the school
• 2:30-3:30pm • Rain or Shine •

Everyone welcome • Info: www.galianolibrary.org • GALIANO

Saturday, January 19
Pre-release screening of ‘Cloud Atlas’—an exploration of how

the actions of individual lives impact one another in
the past, present and future, as one soul is shaped
from a killer into a hero, and an act of kindness
ripples across centuries to inspire a revolution.
Starring Tom Hanks, Halle Berry, Hugh Grant &
Susan Sarandon • 7:30pm • Community Hall • By
donation • PENDER

Sunday, January 20
Climate Panel & Discussion—with Elizabeth May,
Parliamentarian of the Year and Lisa Barrett, Policy Council
Member: Canadian Community Economic Development Network,
Director: Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives • Beaver Point
Hall • Potluck: 5:30pm, Panel: 7pm • Info: 250.537.5251 • SALT
SPRING

Saturday, January 26
Book Signing—A Gulf Islands Alphabet by
Bronwyn Preece: inviting language and
compelling illustrations take children and adults
alike on an island-hopping journey • 1pm •
Talisman Books & Gallery, Driftwood Centre •
Info: 250.629.6944, www.talismanbooks.ca •
PENDER

Friday thru Sunday, February 8-10
18th Annual Seedy Saturday—presented by Island Natural
Growers • Fri, Feb 8, 7pm:Diversidad documentary film, by
donation; Sat, Feb 9, 10am-3pm: hall full of seeds, plants, farms,
Seedy Cafe & presentations (admission $4); Sun, Feb 10: 10am-
12:30pmSSI Farmland Trust presentation & discussion: ‘Land Use
Possibilities’; 12:30-1:30pm Lunch by Bruce’s Kitchen $7, RSVP
required, email dogwoodlane@telus.net; 1:30-3:30pm Lively
discussion: ‘Is there a Salt-Spring Alternative to Organic
Certification?’; 3:30pm Salt Spring Island Seed Sanctuary AGM •
Farmer’s Institute, 351 Rainbow Road • Info:
ssiseedysaturday@gmail.com • SALT SPRING

Every Second Thursday
Island Tides regional newspaper—14,000 copies distributed via
Canada Post to Gulf Island households, another 4,000 picked up
on BC Ferries and at select Vancouver Island locations • Free
newspaper with cost-effective advertising • Info: 250.629.3660,
www.islandtides.com • ON 14 ISLANDS IN THE SALISH SEA

Salt Spring • Mayne • Galiano • Pender • Saturna •
Gabriola • Denman • Hornby • Quadra • Cortes • Read •
Texada • Lasqueti • BC Ferries • Sidney • Saanich • 
Mill Bay • Victoria • Cobble Hill • Crofton • Ladysmith •
Duncan • Nanaimo • Bowser • Qualicum • Parksville •

Port Alberni • Courtenay • Campbell River
islandtides@islandtides.com • 250.629.3660

Photos: Will Thomas, Jim Hebert, Lila Parks

Hornby trailer fire result of power outage; Saturna Island road collapse after heavy rain; real-life gingerbread house in Nanaimo.

www.islandtides.com

galiano  
  library

 e  dGk  i

SINGLE-VENUE: $33.60/$39.20 W IMAGE | MULTI-VENUE: $44.80/$50.04 W IMAGE
PAYMENT WITH ORDER BY VISA OR MASTERCARD PLEASE

What’s On?
C O M M U N I T Y  E V E N T S  I N  T H E  S A L I S H  S E A  R E G I O N

Power outages during stormy winter months can be a
nuisance throughout the Gulf Islands, but restoring
power can be catastrophic, as Hornby Islanders learned

on December 17, after a windstorm knocked out power
following a series of rapid, heavy electrical surges shortly
before 1am. 
Rosemary Wallace was not home when power was restored

to her trailer in Ford Cove around midday today. Volunteer
firefighter Rob Zielinski was home when the fire broke out
adjacent to his property sometime around 2:30pm. The
trailer’s propane tank quickly overheated and vented as
designed, exploding with a blast heard throughout the Cove.
Zielinski said the trailer was ‘fully engulfed’ by the time he

uncoiled a garden hose and arrived on scene. Backup arrived
within minutes. Four volunteer fire and rescue units attended
the blaze, which was quickly extinguished. No one was hurt.

The trailer was completely demolished (pictured, top left).
Hornby Fire Chief Giff LaRose told Island Tides that the

cause of the fire was still being investigated. The initiator was
a probable electrical fire following restoration of power earlier
in the day. LaRose urged all island residents to ‘make sure to
shut off your appliances when power goes out.’
Power outages, especially when accompanied by heavy

electrical surges, can damage wiring and circuitry, leaving
appliances vulnerable to short-circuits and fire when power is
eventually restored. Surge protectors may not always provide
protection from repeated power spikes.
Zielinski added that trained firefighters are ‘always

suspicious’ of propane tanks, and exercise extreme caution
when approaching house, cabin and trailer fires.
Spectators or anyone deciding to fight a house fire–please

stay back and wait for professional help to arrive. 0

Propane explosion and fire on Hornby a caution to all 
Will Thomas

Winter weather to remember: strong winds, snowfalls & flooding

The natural capital of the islands and coasts of the Salish
Sea is our geography, geology and climate—our terroir,
to borrow a word from French wine production. It is an

apt borrowing if we consider the product of our terroir to be our
communities. At terroir’s core is the assumption that the land
(and sea) imparts unique qualities specific to the site; our
communities are the way they are because of their terroir.
People from outside certainly recognize this  and find it
desirable. And so do Islanders, though often we are so
embedded in our setting that we forget how truly precious
and unique it is.
Many join us for weekends and holidays to get

a taste of the terroir, to join in and to carry away
an ambience which changes and enriches their
lives elsewhere. Probably more would visit if
we could intensify that taste; make it more an
experience than a tourist trip. We don’t have
non-stop sun, adventure or Disney, but we do
have a way of life full of wonder, friendship,
endeavour, commitment, quirkiness, humour
and romance. 
Like good farmers, we could treasure and cultivate

our terroir, making it possible for more people to see and
feel what we feel. In creating the experience for others, we would
intensify for ourselves what and who we are at our happiest.  
Galiano’s Ed Andrusiak has a vision, one backed by a good

deal of experience. And Ed is expanding his vision from Galiano
outwards. On December 15, he visited Pender to talk to about
his ‘Experience the Gulf Islands’ idea. Twenty-five people,
representing several groups, came to listen at Hope Bay Bible
Camp. So far he is thinking Southern Gulf Islands, mainly
because that is the jurisdiction of a recently formed Economic
Development Commission which may be able to provide a
boost. 
‘The Gulf Islands way of life is the experience,’ he says. As we

continue to live our dreams and desires, we could make it easy
for others to take part for a while. This would in turn enrich our
lives and even bring some income. Ed sees ‘Experience the Gulf
Islands’ as part of the world’s ‘slow’ movement. 
To date, the proposal would link the Southern Gulf Islands:

North and South Pender, Mayne, Galiano and  Saturna via a
series of hiking/biking trails and marine facilities that look

beyond current ferry traffic. Mayne Island has absorbed the idea
and is quite gung-ho, with 20 people working on the initiative.  
The project could also link with the Lower Mainland and

Vancouver Island trail systems. Ed sees a model in the
‘Experience the Fraser’ project, on which he worked while
Manager of Metro-Vancouver’s Regional Parks System prior to
his retirement two years ago. Experience The Fraser will link
the town of Hope to the Salish Sea via trails and water route and
is expected to be complete for Canada’s Sesquicentennial
Anniversary of Confederation in 2017. 

The Experience the Gulf Islands network could also
become part of the Trans Canada Trail system. 

Meanwhile, the plan is to build on what
already exists, or has been thought of, in each
island community. Much ground work has
already been done by groups and
organizations. Largely it is a matter of joining
the dots and getting the word out. 
Current specifics of ‘Experience the Gulf

Islands’ include: separating pedestrian and cycle
traffic from conventional road systems,

encouraging non-motorized visitors and activities, and
developing trails and water routes to include recreational,

cultural, and heritage activities. Ed talks about ‘nodes’
comprising accommodation, food and interpretation. An
enriching component is to teach and tell more about what’s here
and who we are.
Developing alternative water connections between the

Islands to rekindle historic relationships that created the Island
communities is part of the plan. Using new connections, like the
internet, and new cultural trends also have their place.
Why not link with other islands farther north, right up to the

Discovery Islands? say I. There is a critical mass that would
make us visible to a worldwide discerning audience.
Centrally located, Gabriola Island is already reaching out to

the south with its annual multi-island Gathering on Galiano and
with an Island Studies Conference next May at Haven By The
Sea. Salt Spring also has an Economic Development
Commission and many other groups with whom this initiative
will resonate. 
Not only does Andrusiak think big, he also thinks long-term:

‘We need a generational vision, then we do what we can now.’ 0

A new way to experience the islands’ terroir
Christa Grace  –Warrick

‘In creating
the experience
for others, we

would intensify for
ourselves what and
who we are at our

happiest’



described it as a great example of community building that led
to a high turnout (400) at Premier Clark’s constituency office
on an October 24 province-wide Day of Action. 
Save Or Shores also asked if there are gaps in what needs to

be done around the pipeline issue. No one group can do it all, so
Celine said it is best for groups like SOS to keep their focus in the
community and continue to build networks with other groups.
When it comes to facilitating these networks, Dogwood is
developing a system to gather information on party platforms
and disseminate the knowledge to other groups and communities
to take the action further with their local political representatives.  
Staying motivated and growing community is a common

issue for all, and Celine urged SOS not to make assumptions
about why, for instance, some people don’t want to, or can’t,
attend meetings. She suggested a number of strategies and
actions, including: allowing for everyone to feel involved in
decision-making; sharing convivial occasions apart from
meetings. Some actions to consider were: hosting dances;
special presenters; creating a story-telling video to post on
YouTube; street canvassing; and measuring the number of
kilometres of an island’s coastline, dividing that by the
population and promoting the concept of each citizen being
responsible for their own piece of coastline.
Participants discussed other aspects of public actions and

networking, too. For example, Dogwood supports civil

disobedience only on condition that it be safe, non-
confrontational and effective.
When asked about the best response to Kinder Morgan’s

pipeline twinning open houses (one took place on on Salt Spring
on January 12), Celine described this as ‘not really a consultation
process’, rather a series of public relations open houses. Groups
are urged to avoid being manipulated by KM to appear to be
supportive and asked to challenge the company on their flawed
consultation process. 
As for the question about who has the final say in whether a

pipeline is built, Celine said technically it is the Federal Minister
of the Environment. However, she raised the question of
whether a project like Northern Gateway could be built without
a social license and the support of First Nations. She urged that
concerned groups watch the FIPA situation, which could be an
indication of how the government might handle a final decision.
She also referred to the potash issue in Saskatchewan where the
premier took a stand against it, based on the will of the people,
and the federal government backed off. 
As to letterwriting, Sharon McInnes reports that what stood

out for her from Celine’s visit was the power of individual stories.
‘The best way to reach people is to tell your own story about
what the coast and its environment have meant to you,’she said.
Deb Ferens, meeting facilitator, spoke for the group in

expressing how much SOS had learned from the session. Some
networking links are: dogwoodinitiative.org, canadians.org,
tankerfreebc.org, defendourcoast.ca. 0
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9100 East Saanich Rd 
North Saanich

www.roostfarmcentre.com

Near Sidney, Saanich,
Victoria, Ferries & Airport

Seniors’ Specials 
Long & Short Term

Car Rentals

gsaautorentals.com
1.800.809.0788

Mention ad for discount!
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Pender Solstice Theatre Society
would like to thank

Island Tides
and

the Pender Community
for generously supporting local

theatre arts.

In the protracted procedure that constitutes theenvironmental review process for prospective coal mines
in British Columbia, the ball—in the case of the Raven

Underground Coal Project—has been in the proponent’s court
for more than six months now. 
It was June 7 of last year that the proponent (Compliance

Energy Corporation)
received a formal statement
of what must be included in
its application to construct
and operate a coalmine at a
site on Vancouver Island,
near Fanny Bay. At that time
the company expected that
its formal application would
be ready for review by
provincial and federal
authorities before the year-
end and we would be one
step closer to the launch of a
public comment period
required to precede a
decision by governments.  As
of January 9, 2013 (the date
of writing) the proponents
have made no public
statements regarding the
application and, while the
clock ticks, the ball remains
in their court. 
Whether the delay on the part of Compliance is strategic or

the result of other factors such as falling stock prices is not clear,
but it most certainly means that the final decision on the Raven
Proposal will be made by the government we elect on May 14. 
Meanwhile, the public profile of the proposal is low, but

backroom activity is spirited.  In particular, John Tapics, CEO
of Compliance Energy Corporation, challenged a claim by
Islands Trust Chair, Sheila Malcolmson, that ‘the Denman
Island Local Trust Area extends to the natural boundary of the
sea on the east side of Vancouver Island and includes the waters
and seafloor of Baynes Sound.’ 
Malcolmson’s October 19 letter to the government regulatory

authorities provoked a claim by Tapics that ‘the responsibilities
of the Islands Trust relate only to land within the trust area,
and…it does not extend to all matters concerning the waters and
seafloor of Baynes Sound’ and, further that the ‘Islands Trust

Act does not provide authority or responsibilities in relation to
marine areas…’ In short, his argument was, the Trust hasn’t any
authority with respect to the Raven Proposal. The Trust, he
implied, should ‘butt out’.
The question of authority and responsibility for the seabed

is critical. As the map shows, the proposed project site is clearly
outside the boundaries of
the Islands Trust, but it is
not beyond the laws of
gravity, It seems equally
clear that deleterious
impacts from coal mine
operations at that site
would be felt downstream
on the seabed of Baynes
Sound, the body of water
between Vancouver Island
and Denman Island. In
places, it is fewer than 600
metres from the
Compliance Energy
Corporation tenure.
Though a magnifying

glass may be needed to
detect the difference made
in Malcolmson’s analysis
of the issue from one
month to the next, it is a
profound difference. In
her November 20

response to Tapics’ dismissal of Islands Trust authority over his
project, Malcolmson inserted a word that was absent from her
statement of October 19. After several clear arguments, she
concluded with ‘…for these reasons, it is clear that the Denman
Island Local Trust Committee has jurisdiction (my emphasis)
to the natural boundary of the sea on the east side of Vancouver
Island and over the waters and seafloor of Baynes Sound.’ It
remains to be seen if the addition of the word ‘jurisdiction’, a
vigorous and formal word if ever there was one, will be the last
word on this issue but it seems clear that the Islands Trust has
taken up the challenge issued by Compliance Energy
Corporation’s CEO, John Tapics. 
Having asserted its jurisdiction, the question now becomes:

What is the Islands Trust prepared to do to preserve and protect
the waters and seafloor of Baynes Sound from the potential
impacts of the Raven Proposal? 0

Activity on Raven Coal project shifts to backrooms
Graham Brazier

NETWORKING from page 5

plant would be about 1/4 of the total  plan.
Proposal Shortcomings

Neither the present sanitary system nor the proposed new one
deals with storm sewers carrying surface runoff drainage from
the streets of Victoria, although studies have shown that it
contains a high volume of contaminants. This situation is typical
of many North American cities the size of Victoria.
Victoria’s storm sewers empty into the sea at numerous

points around the shore. Some of these are connected to
sanitary sewers, leading to beach pollution. About 20 of these
outlets have been recommended for action in the 2007
Stormwater Quality Annual Report.
Neither the existing sanitary sewage system nor the proposed

one deal effectively with some critical toxins (pharmaceuticals,
mercury and 1.4-dichlorobenzene) in the effluent.

Alternatives
As an alternative to the present proposal, a more broad-based
program has been suggested. Maintaining the existing primary
system and its outflows, it would include wastewater treatment
facilities at major contaminant sources such as hospitals and
food-processing plants, changes to storm sewers to eliminate
overflows, expanding the wastewater monitoring system, and
encouraging resource-recovery systems in new developments.
It has also been suggested that existing federal and provincial

regulations, which do not anticipate alternatives to secondary
processing, should be challenged. This approach would be
expected to involve significantly lower costs, and to delay major
capital expenditures for many years. 0

SEWAGE from page 5

Map: J Thornton
Islands within the Trust Area are in green; Raven Coal Tenure is black area top left, next to Denman Island. 
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momentum and limited ability to manoeuvre of the bulk oil
carriers. 
Another measure of the vessel’s huge momentum was its

stopping ability, needing at least 8 to 10 kilometres to stop.
These vessels are so large that they must constantly alter course
to the waves to avoid setting up harmonic oscillations which
could tear the vessel apart. 
Douglas Channel from Kitimat to the Hecate Strait consists

of 140 kilometres of narrow, winding passages with multiple
islands, rock outcroppings and steep cliff banks. The narrowest
point is approximately 1.2 kilometres across between 90-metre-
high cliffs. 
This is not a safe passage for such a large, ponderous ship.

Even in the best of conditions, with tugs in attendance,
conditions are not often the best. A ship would not be able to
ride out a tsunami in the Douglas Channel where the wave

would be magnified greatly by the funneling effect of the
Channel. 
Hecate Strait is notorious for hurricane force winds and

gargantuan waves. An excellent description of possible
conditions here can be found in Chapter 10 of  The Golden
Spruce [2005] by John Vaillant. I’ll paraphrase a few. 

Hecate Strait is arguably the most dangerous body of
water on the west coast of British Columbia. On a regular
basis, its unique combination of wind, tide, shoals and
shallows produce a kind of destructive synergy. Katabatic
winds generated in the mountains funnel wind tunnel
style through the many fjords, like Douglas Channel. 
Winter storms manifest as southerlies along the

coast. It is because of these winds that waves of over 30
metres—30 metres—have been recorded at the weather
buoy at the southern end of the Hecate Strait. 
The Straits are so dangerous because these weather

systems can occur simultaneously. Thus when a south
westerly sea storm, blowing at 80 to 160 knots per hour,
collides head on with a north-easterly katabatic wind of
similar strength, the result is a kind of an atmospheric
hammer and anvil effect. 
Tides that can run up to seven metres are another

ingredient. The transfer of such volumes of water in the
confined spaces like the Douglas Channel and the Hecate
Strait form the effect of a giant thumb pressed over the
end of an even larger garden hose. 
The third ingredient is called an overfall which occurs

when wind and tide are moving rapidly in opposite
directions. Overfalls are steep, closely packed,
unpredictable waves capable of rolling a fishing boat and
driving it into the sea bottom. The overfalls can show up
anywhere but are intensified by sandbars and shoals like
those that extend for 30 kilometres off the end of Rose
Spit between Masset and Prince Rupert. 
Large enough waves will expose the sea floor of the

Hecate Strait. The result is one of the most diabolically
hostile environments that wind, sea and land are capable
of conjuring up. 
That’s the description in that particular book. My own worst

experience of the sea’s fury was in the aircraft carrier HMCS
Bonaventure. Off Halifax, the seas were so monumental that
the captain diverted 700 kilometres to avoid turning the vessel
sideways to the seas. This is a large vessel. It was impossible to
stand upright on the bridge. The captain ended up in the bottom
of a heap. We were lucky because this storm occurred when we
were in open waters with room to manoeuvre and not in a
confined space such as the Hecate Strait. 
This description of frequent conditions in the Hecate Strait

does not instil confidence in the ability to manage with
technology. In these conditions the huge tankers may be
rendered helpless, their attending tugboats pathetic and no
match for the fury of the wind and the sea. 
It is a form of hubris to believe that a combination of risk

reduction measures in these conditions will prevent a
catastrophic event. Risk reduction measures did not prevent the
sinking of Arrow in 1970, the sinking of Ocean Ranger in 1982,
the sinking of Exxon Valdez in 1989, the sinking of the Northern
Explorer ferry in 2007, and the Deep Water Horizon spill in
the Gulf of Mexico in 2010, and the pipeline spills of the
Kalamazoo River of 2011…
During the time of writing this submission there has been

one grounding in the approaches to Prince Rupert and an
Alaska oil rig has to be evacuated and is adrift in the Arctic
waters. On the east coast, a naval vessel has just parted its
towline and sustained damage. A 7.5 Magnitude earthquake
occurred 160 kilometres northwest of Haida Gwaii less than 48
hours ago. 
In the case of Dixon Entrance, Hecate Strait and Douglas

Channel, a tanker disaster is a predictable certainty over time
and an unrecoverable ecological disaster for everyone. 
Please drop this very bad idea and reinstate the moratorium

on tanker traffic in northern BC waters that have protected our
northern coasts for 40 years. Thank you.  
The entire transcript of January 7, in Victoria is online at:

w w w . n e b - o n e . g c . c a / l l -
eng/livelink.exe/fetch/2000/90464/90552/384192/620327/6
28981/901487/International_Reporting_Inc._-_13-01-07_-
_Volume_119_-_A3E6I6?nodeid=901154&vernum=0. 0

ENBRIDGE COMMENT from page 2

“It’s funny how a newborn can change your perspective on everything, 
...that’s why we have life insurance through Western Financial Group.”

Auto    |    Home   |    Business    |    Farm    |    Life    |    Travel    |    Pet    |   Financial Services

helping our communities with all their insurance 

...because we live here.

LIFE
INSURANCE

-Western 
Financial Group-

-Best Service Guarant
ee-

To get a quick quote visit or call:

Pender Island 
British Columbia
21 Driftwood Centre
(250) 629-3336

Over the past 18 months, I’ve knocked on
thousands of doors, and met with
community groups, businesses, farmers,

health and seniors’ groups, environmentalists, and
First Nations, to better understand the issues in my
constituency. This year offers an opportunity to
bring about significant political change for the
better in this province. 
I decided to run again as a provincial candidate

just after the 2009 election, when we learned that
the Liberal budget deficit estimate of $500 million
was actually over $2.5 billion.  We also learned that
the largest tax shift from large corporations to
individuals in the history of BC—the HST— was to
be imposed by the Liberals, despite their written
promises to the contrary.  
After a decade in power, the Liberal government

has lost sight of the public interest. BC Hydro has
been forced to purchase costly power from private
producers who have also been exempted from
regulatory review. 
These ideologically driven policies will ultimately

cost BC ratepayers billions of dollars. Tens of
thousands of forestry jobs have been lost while log
exports have surged. Health and education services
have been cut, particularly in rural areas, and fees
for tuition, MSP premiums and ferries have all

roughly doubled. Taxes for large corporations and
banks have been reduced while tens of thousands
of children and their families have endured cuts to
important services, and the highest poverty rate in
Canada. Legal contracts with health workers and
teachers were ripped up, actions later repudiated by
the courts. The recent refusal of the Liberals to
renew the contract of a very effective Auditor-
General, John Doyle, appears as another clumsy
attempt to muzzle independent legislative watch
dogs.   
Choosing an MLA to represent a  constituency is

obviously very important, but the stakes are much
higher than this for BC.  Stopping tanker traffic on
our northern coast; reinvesting the carbon tax in
public transit and green infrastructure; restoring
the integrity of a made in BC environmental review
process, improving rural health care services,
making skills training and poverty reduction
priorities, revitalizing farming by expanding the Buy
BC program, and restoring BC Ferries as part of our
public transportation system are all key issues. 
The only way to address these issues is by change

in the provincial government. 

Gary Holman is the NDP candidate for Saanich-
North & The Islands in the May provincial election.
0

BC Election Issues – Commentary by Gary HolmanPhoto: Susan Banjavich 

THE GABRIOLA COMMONS GARDEN WAITS FOR SPRING
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CANADA

We were in 
town recently 
to discuss 
the proposed 
expansion of 
the pipeline.

Let’s continue 
the discussion  
online. 

TRANS MOUNTAIN
EXPANSION PROJECT
The Conversation Continues

The next discussion 
phase begins in early 
2013. Watch our  
website for details.

We invite you to take part in the ongoing  
discussion about the proposed expansion  
of the Trans Mountain Pipeline.

Visit our website and join the online forums  
to learn more about the project and give  
your feedback. Send an email, call us or  
follow the project on Twitter. 

We appreciate your thoughts. 

 transmountain.com 

 info@transmountain.com

 1.866.514.6700

 @TransMtn

Join the discussion:

Enbridge hearings ‘orderly and respectful’ ~ Patrick Brown
Remember Bella Bella, where a peaceful demonstration caused the
Joint Review Panel to cancel the day’s proceedings? 
The final Public Hearings on the proposed Northern Gateway

bitumen pipeline were neither public nor hearings. Instead, the
ten-minute oral presentations by registered individuals will be,
according to Sheila Leggett, Chair of the Joint Review Panel,
‘orderly and respectful’ and will keep the general public out of sight,
thanks to modern technology.
The hearings, held in Victoria January 4, 5, and 7–11, and in

Vancouver from January 14–18 and January 30–February 1, are
held in venues that will secure entry to registered presenters,
together with one guest observer for each presenter. Members of
the public may watch the proceedings via a video feed to a room in
a hotel some distance away, and audio on the internet.
At the first day’s proceedings, order and respect at the Delta

Victoria Ocean Pointe Hotel & Spa were ensured by a contingent
of uniformed Victoria police officers (their overtime paid for, we
are assured, by the federal government). They admitted pre-
registered presenters, with one guest each, and the press. 
Recently elected MP, Murray Rankin, who was not registered,

was directed, along with the remainder of the unregistered public,
to a video room in the Ramada Victoria Hotel. 
In Vancouver, the first round of hearings were held at the

Westin Bayshore, with the unregistered audience accommodated
at the Sheraton Vancouver Wall Centre. The location for the late
January  hearings is so far unidentified.

The Panel justifies the seclusion of the oral statement
procedures as ‘a process that will allow for listening to oral
statements without potential distractions’. The separation from the
viewing public is described as a ‘fair, transparent process’.
Not satisfied with the exclusion of the public from the hearings,

the Panel has set out firm disciplinary procedures for those
presenters scheduled to speak at the Victoria and Vancouver
hearings. First, to set the tone, ‘An oral statement is an opportunity
for registered participants to provide their personal knowledge,
views and concerns regarding the Project to the Panel in their own
words during the community hearings.’ Clearly, public reaction is
not considered part of the spectrum of public comment.
For participants, instructions also say you have ten minutes,

you must have been registered by October 6, 2011 (over a year ago),
nobody else can speak for you, visual aids are discouraged, you will
be checked in when you arrive by a member of the Panel Secretariat
(bring photo ID), you will be ‘sworn in’ on a Bible (if you want to
use something other than a Bible please bring it with you), there
will be no questions after your presentation, and you are expected
to conduct yourself with ‘appropriate decorum and respect’—
everything is covered. 
Some public hearing: the public is a ‘distraction’ and may only

hear from another location. 0

A live audio broadcast, in English only, is  available on the NEB
Panel’s website (a direct link is available at
http://www.meetview.com/neb/index.php?enter). 

Natural gas is not and never has been a clean fuel. Yet almost
daily, industry and government alike assert that it is a
vitally important ‘transition fuel’ that must be harnessed

in a global effort to lower global greenhouse gas emissions.
Premier Christy Clark and Energy Minister Rich Coleman have

argued this for almost a year now. They want to export up to four
trillion cubic feet of natural gas per year from BC. Our gas, they say,
could help booming Asian economies lower their dependence on
dirty coal. But peel away the green veneer of such assertions, and
questions arise.
Will countries like China, with their skyrocketing energy

demands, actually lower their coal consumption by switching to
natural gas, or will they simply burn more coal and more gas? How
can we produce vastly more gas here at home, when our
government by law is committed to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions? And what about other environmental costs associated
with such an increase in gas exports, for example a massive rise in
water use and subsequent water contamination?
Delve into such questions, and government and industry claims

that BC’s Natural Gas Strategy provides a ‘solution’ to today’s vexing
climate challenges appear to be not only unsubstantiated but
reckless greenwashing.
Viewed narrowly, natural gas has advantages over coal and

diesel fuel. When all three are combusted natural gas has fewer
greenhouse gas emissions. But when the source for much of BC’s
projected natural gas production is considered—shale rock—a
broader view is required.
As the industry targets this new frontier, there will be sharp

increases in hydraulic fracturing or fracking operations to free the
trapped gas. This means that tremendous amounts of water, sand
and chemicals will be pressure-pumped deep underground using
diesel-fired compressors to create cracks or fractures in the rock
that allow the trapped gas to be released.
How much water? Well consider this: In northeast BC today,

fracking operations at just one shale gas pad with a dozen wells on
it will toxify the equivalent of all the water in Saanich’s Elk and
Beaver Lakes. This will have to be repeated thousands of times to
achieve the government’s export targets. Such realities underscore
the need for the province to adhere to its commitments to renew
BC’s century-old Water Act for 21st century realities, including
climate change.
Currently, the greenhouse gas emissions associated with natural

gas produced from such water-intensive operations are poorly
understood. Debate revolves around numbers derived from wildly
different computer models. Some models estimate that the
emissions associated with shale gas production are only slightly
higher than those for conventional gas, while others place them on

par with coal.
Numbers derived from actual field studies are, however,

distressingly rare. The only peer-reviewed field-based study, which
occurred in Colorado, a state where fracking operations are well-
advanced, concluded that the higher estimates may be closer to the
mark. In fact, the study found that models used by the US
Environmental Protection Agency, among others, underestimated
actual emissions by as much as half.
This does not instill confidence that BC can meet its ambitious

climate change goals, particularly should gas production in the
province’s remote Horn River Basin near Fort Nelson skyrocket.
Such gas is unusually high in CO2, which must be stripped away
before the gas can be piped and used. Currently, the stripped CO2
is simply vented to the atmosphere rather than captured and
stored.
Public confidence is further undermined when neither the

government nor industry appears keen to do field studies that
would quantify the emissions associated with producing such gas,
processing it, piping it to the coast, then liquefying it and pumping

it onto tankers for shipment to Asian markets.
With both the government and opposition expressing full or

qualified support for as much as a quintupling of natural gas
production in BC, a top public policy priority should be to get the
facts, especially when the future fate of our shared water resources
is considered.
Recently, members of the Fort Nelson First Nation raised

objections to a potentially massive giveaway of water rights in their
traditional territory to pave the way for accelerated shale gas
production. Much like the absence of true field data on shale gas
greenhouse gas emissions, the Nation pointed to a dearth of
baseline data on water resources in their territory.
A responsible government or government in waiting would

acknowledge the obvious: we can’t in good conscience proceed with
a massive increase in gas exports in the absence of basic
information which can be obtained—and which the government
should be obliged to publish.
Continued obfuscation simply increases future risks. And that

is unacceptable. 0

Get the fracking facts
Karena Shaw & Ben Parfitt
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UNITING ISLANDS BIG AND SMALL

If you receive Island Tides in your mailbox, pick
it up at a yellow box or rack located from Victoria
to Campbell River, or read online, you can show
your support with a voluntary subscription of 
$25 + $3hst = $28 (or amount of your choice). 

Voluntary Subscriptions help 
keep all this great news coming!

Sincere thanks to our 
readers who sent voluntary
subscriptions already! 
Please mail subscriptions to: 

Box 55, Pender Island, BC V0N 2M0
Or call 250.629.3660 with your VISA/MC

We have a fun
opportunity for
first-time
voluntary
subscribers:
double your sub
to $56, and you
will receive
your very own Island Tides T-shirt! 

BUT WAIT! THERE’S MORE!

BE PART OF THE GOOD NEWS

Victoria 
(250) 412-1110 

Burnaby 
(604) 630-1114 

Courtenay 
(250) 339-6914 

www.watertiger.net 

Your Total 
Water Solution 

Gulf Islands Water Treatment 

Bacteria, Arsenic, Turbidity, Tannins-TOC, Hardness, much more! 
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~ Rainwater Harvesting
~ Water treatment for wells,

surface supplies & seawater
~ Filtration & Disinfection
~ Slow sand filtration
~ Small systems Health

Authority approvals

Devil’s dung sounds like a less than appetizing ingredient
to add to your recipe, but when a pinch is used
judiciously, it is sinfully good.

Asafoetida (Ferula foetida) is native to Iran, Pakistan and
Afghanistan. A perennial plant growing to about six feet high, it
is one of several species of ferula, or giant fennel. Asafoetida has
finely toothed leaves, clusters of white or yellow flowers in
umbels and a hollow stem growing from a fleshy taproot. It is
the root that produces the spice. In summer, the stems are cut
from four-year-old plants and the root is sliced. A gum is excreted
which dries into a resin. This is then crushed into a powder to
produce the spice. 
The name originates with the Persian word Aza, which

means ‘resin’, and the Latin word Fetida, which means ‘smelly’.
Stinking gum (another name for the spice) earns its name. When
bought, you will usually find it triple-wrapped, for the smell can
be quite offensive. However, sauté it lightly in oil and it develops
a pleasant onion- or garlic-like aroma. A mere pinch is all you
need in any recipe. 
Medicinally, asafoetida is used in Middle Eastern and

Indian herbal medicine for simple digestive problems such as
gas, bloating, indigestion and constipation. 
It has been used for respiratory problems such as

bronchitis, asthma and whooping cough. Like garlic,
asafoetida’s volatile oil contains components such as
disulphides that leave the body via the respiratory system and
aid in the coughing up of congested mucus. 
Asafoetida has been used as a sedative, and it also thins the

blood and lowers blood pressure. Although safe for adults,
asafoetida may be harmful to young babies.
One beneficial use for asafoetida’s unpleasant smell is that

of a natural pesticide. Two of the sulfur compounds isolated
from asafoetida are similar to the insect repelling qualities of
marigolds and nasturtiums. Asafoetida’s odour will also repel
deer and rabbits.
In magic and mythology, asafoetida is used to gain insight

and to banish all negative energy, evil spirits and demons. It is
used to invoke male gods, especially those of a phallic nature.
One myth claims that asafoetida developed from the semen of a
god of fertility when it soaked into the earth. Asafoetida is

sometimes worn around the neck as an amulet to ward off colds
and fevers. 
Although very reasonably priced today, in ancient times it

was a precious and expensive condiment. The Roman epicure
Apicius recommended adding an uncrushed piece of asafoetida
resin to a jar of pine nuts. When the asafoetida flavour was
required, a few of the pine nuts were crumbled and added to the
dish.
Culinary uses of asafoetida include the flavouring of pickles

and sauces (it is one of the ingredients in Worcestershire sauce)
and it is used extensively in the Middle East to flavour spicy
vegetable dishes. Some people simply rub their broiling rack with
the spice prior to cooking meat.
Here are a couple recipes that can be prepared individually

or together as a vegetarian meal or as accompaniments to a meat
dish.

Nutty Rice with Mushrooms
• One cup long grain brown rice, cooked 
• 8-10 mushrooms, sliced
• large fistful of chopped fresh parsley
• small fistful of pine nuts
• Juice of half a lemon
• 2 tbsp butter
• Pinch of ground asafoetida
• Salt and freshly ground black pepper to taste 
Sauté the mushrooms in the butter, pouring the lemon juice

over them after they are nicely browned. Lightly roast the pine
nuts for a few minutes in a small, unoiled pan, which should be
constantly shaken. Mix all the ingredients into the cooked rice
and reheat if necessary. Serves four.
Peppery Tomatoes with Mushrooms

• ~1 lb sliced mushrooms, 5 medium tomatoes, cut up, 2 fresh
jalapeno peppers, diced

• 2 tbsp olive oil, 1/4 tsp turmeric, pinch ground asafoetida, 1/2
tsp ground cumin

• 2 tsp salt, 1/4 tsp brown sugar
Heat the oil over a medium heat in a deep-sided, lidded frying

pan. Add the spices in the order listed, allowing a few seconds
between additions. Stir in the mushrooms and lightly brown
them before adding the tomatoes, salt and sugar. Cook over
medium to high heat, uncovered, until the liquid from the
tomatoes has been reduced to a stew-like consistency. Cover and
reduce heat to simmer. Serve after about 10 minutes of
simmering or, even better, prepare ahead of time, allow to cool
and then reheat. A few hours of dormancy really develops the
flavours. This recipe will serve 2-4 as a side dish. Increase
ingredients proportionately if serving more or if preparing as
main dish. 0

Butler Gravel &
Concrete…Better
from the ground up!

Reliable Service, Quality Products
& Competitive Prices
Serving All The Gulf Islands
Phone 250-652-4484
Fax 250-652-4486
6700 Butler Crescent, Saanichton, B.C.

Asafoetida aka Devil’s Dung – Bruce Burnett, CH

purporting to guarantee the rights of Chinese investors ahead
of the rights of Aboriginal Peoples. We do acknowledge that this
problem is not unique to the FIPA, but exists under several such
treaties, but believe it should be addressed. 
‘We submit that in order to be consistent with the honour of

the Crown, Canada must be open to altering its proposed course
of action in response to consultation with Aboriginal peoples,

including the option
of not ratifying FIPA.’
The Union of BC

Indian Chiefs, in a
letter to Prime
Minister Harper
states, ‘We are writing
to firmly express,
advise and direct the
Government of
Canada to reject the
Foreign Investment
Promotion and
Protection Agreement
with China as the
Government of
Canada has breached
its fiduciary duty to
consult First Nations
on our respective
constitutionally-
enshrined and
judicially-recognized
Aboriginal Title,
Rights and Treaty
Rights.’
At the time of

writing, the Canada-
China FIPA has not
been ratified by the
C a n a d i a n
government. 0

IDLE NO MORE from page 2

www.beaconcs.ca

Join
Our
Team

Community Health Workers
Casual Community Health Workers needed to 
provide personal care for the Southern Gulf Islands.

Required Quali�cations:

1 year nursing education.

process.

compensated.

with your hours of 
work availability to scameron@beaconcs.ca, or:

Report a road hazard to our 24 HR hotline —
1.877.391.7310 or at www.mainroad.ca
Duncan: 250.746.7510   Malahat: 250.743.8931 
Langford: 250.391.7310   Sooke: 250.642.0915 
Salt Spring Isl: 250.537.5722   Mayne Isl: 250.539.2114 
Galiano Isl: 250.539.2423   Pender Isl: 250.629.3431 
Saturna Isl: 250.539.5722   Thetis Isl: 250.246.3431 
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- Conventional Roofing
- Standing Seam & Low-slope

Metal Roofing
- Custom Flashing

- Asphalt & Cedar Shingles
- 6” Water Collection Gutters

250-652-0599
www.flynn.ca

On Time & On Budget
• Foreshore Applications
• Docks • Moorings 

• Ramps • Pile Driving

Ross Walker
250-537-9710

www.islandmarine.ca

FREE!
Scrap Car, Truck,
Bus & Equipment  

REMOVAL
No Wheels?
No Problem!

Medium & large bins
for metal clean-up

also available
Gulf Islands • Victoria

Sooke • Sidney • Duncan
250-744-6842
250-732-4285

MOORINGS

Chris West 
Dive Services

250-888-7199/250-538-1667
cdwest@telus.net

Dock Chain Inspection 
& Replacement

INSTALLED, SERVICED,
MAINTAINED

ISLANDS BULLETIN BOARD

Technical services for

Water Wells
Aquifers

Groundwater

Hy-Geo 
Consulting

(250) 658-1701
information@hy-geo.com

www.hy-geo.com

Dave’s Drilling
& Blasting

Dave 250-537-7481
Callum 250-538-8640

“We don’t stand 
behind our work, 

we stand behind a tree.”

M A R I N E  S E R V I C E S

BUY | RAISE | MOVE | LEVEL

RAISE Increase Square Footage
MOVE Subdivide Your Lot!
LEVEL Repair Foundation Issues

www.nickelbros.com
1-866-320-2268 

BUY RECYCLED HOMES

NEXT DEADLINE Wednesday, January 23  WORD ADS $16+hst (25 words), additional words 25¢ ea  
BOXED ADS B&W: $24.50/in+hst  COLOUR: $31.80/in+hst  DISCOUNTS Prepaid multi-edition series

CONTACT Sara or Christa: 250.629.3660, islandtides@islandtides.com

• WATERWELLS

• HYDROFRACTURING
TO IMPROVE WELL YIELDS

• DRILLING FOR GEOSOURCE

An Island Family Business for 
47 Years!

1-800-746-7444 
250-537-8456

www.drillwell.com          
drill@drillwell.com 

KEEPING
WARM

Thinking of installing a split-unit,
cassette system heat pump on
Pender Island. Call 250-629-6038 to
explore options.

H O M E  &  P R O P E R T Y  S E R V I C E S  

REYNOLDS
CARPET & 
UPHOLSTERY 
CLEANING
> Carpet & Rug Cleaning
> Flood Restoration
> Tile & Grout 
> Mold & Mildew 
> Odour Removal
> Scotch Guarding
> Spot Cleaning

Get a headstart on 
spring cleaning!

Residential/Commercial
On Salt Spring & Pender

SI
NC
E 
19

64

FREE ESTIMATES
250-537-4208

    Steele Greenhouse 
      Components Inc.
     Mayne Island, B.C.
    call: 250 539 9941

  Greenhouses for  
   Farm & Garden
  visit:steelgc.com                         

University of Victoria (UVic) heavily promotes its environmental
programs and initiatives, and works hard to maintain its ‘green’
image. The university has high-profile climate and environmental
scientists on faculty, and takes care to highlight its sustainable
campus projects and environmental work.
However, according to an announcement by the Wilderness

Committee on January 10, UVic’s employees’ pension funds
have more than $4 million invested in Enbridge Inc and over
$50 million invested in tar sands and other oil and gas
producers and transporters.
‘If UVic is serious about being a sustainable and green

university it will stop profiting from Enbridge and other tar
sands corporations,’ said Gwen Barlee, UVic alumnus and
Policy Director for the Wilderness Committee. ‘We are calling
on UVic and other Canadian universities to immediately divest
from tar sands corporations.’
The Enbridge Northern Gateway Pipeline, opposed by the

majority of British Columbians according to several major polls,
is currently under review by a federal Joint Review Panel. Public
hearings on the highly contested and unpopular pipeline are
taking place in Victoria and Vancouver. The panel will submit
their recommendation to the federal government by the end of
the year. 0

Denman Cable Ferry
This letter was sent to Mike Corrigan CEO of BC Ferry Services
Inc
Dear Mr. Corrigan:
I am writing this letter to you regarding the recent decision by
the BC Ferries Board of Directors to approve the
implementation of a cable ferry system between Buckley Bay
and Denman Island West terminals. I am sure you are well
aware that there is overwhelming opposition in our community
to this proposal. I will try to outline some of the major reasons
for this opposition.
First of all after careful investigation, BC Ferries came to the

conclusion that this is the only route in the whole ferry system
where it is possible to use cable ferry technology. In the past, BC
Ferries has prided itself on the transferability of its vessels to
cover different routes when the need arises. With this decision
the corporation is backing away from that important principle
and leaving Denman Island as an orphan within the larger
system. Your engineering staff has said that this system is
perfectly safe and will work well. But what if something goes
wrong? What is the backup plan to service not only Denman
Island but Hornby Island as well? 
What if something goes wrong in the fourth, fifth, sixth, or

seventh year after the cable ferry has been introduced? What if
something goes wrong after all the safeguards, which we have
been told will be there for an initial period, are taken away?
What is the backup plan then? How will our community be
serviced? How will our people who need to get to work or school
manage? 
The second issue is the loss of good paying ferry jobs in our

community. I am sure you are aware that ours is not an affluent
community. We rely on those jobs provided by BC Ferries to
help sustain and vitalize our island. The loss of any of them will

cause economic hardships for our small community. 
We are confused by your comment that suggests BC Ferries

will experience savings of $19 million over the life of the assets.
Does this mean over the life of a cable ferry, which we assume
will be similar to other vessels, therefore approximately 40
years? Does this therefore mean that BC Ferries will save $19
million over 40 years? Is this the actual savings even after the
costs of constructing two new terminals, a cable ferry, and all
the required cable works etc, is taken into consideration? What
is the cost of all these requirements? Can we estimate that it will
be somewhere between $30 and $50 million? There is a serious
need for more clarification on the whole cost issue and savings.
Another issue that is very important to islanders is to have

the ferry homeported on Denman Island. There is a great deal
of comfort in knowing that in a late-night medical emergency
situation, the ferry could be quickly put into service to deal with
whatever the situation is. Your comment in your letter has given
us small comfort here, as you stated that for the foreseeable
future the ferry would overnight on Denman Island. What
concerns us is what is meant by the foreseeable future? One
year? Two years? Or until the community has become
accustomed to the cable ferry then it can be moved over to
Buckley Bay? 
Is there a relationship between the number of BC Ferries

employees that actually live on Denman and the ability to
homeport the ferry here? If this is the case, the corporation
should as part of its social responsibility to Denman Island work
with the union and offer incentive programs to get the required
workers to actually move and become residents of the island.
This would be a win-win situation for BC Ferries and the
Denman Island community. 
Another issue we are concerned about is how safe the cable

ferry will be in a high wind situation? How much damage will
the cables do being dragged along the ocean floor? As well, we

wonder how Denman Island will be serviced when the cable
ferry goes in for a refit or maintenance, scheduled or otherwise?
Can you assure us that we will have the same level of reliable
service that we have with our current ferry?
Our opposition to the cable ferry is not based on blind

negativity, but rather on a genuine concern for the viability and
vitality of our island community. We always thought that one
of the original goals for the government takeover of coastal
ferries many years ago was to maintain vibrant growing
communities all along the coast. Through the past many years
we feel that BC Ferries has lost its way and is no longer striving
to maintain strong coastal communities. 
We look forward to your reply at your earliest convenience.

Frank Frketich, President, DI Residents Association 0

LETTERS from page 4

At Trafalgar Homes, we believe the time has come 
for AFFORDABLE home options. 

If the home of your dreams is one that fits comfortably within
your budget, the licensed builder to choose is

TRAFALGAR HOMESTRAFALGAR HOMES

This home is only $110,602 to lock up
with a 2ft foundation on your property!

Visit www.trafalgarhomes.ca/it to receive your promotional offer
1-866-971-0239

New Democrat leader Adrian Dix has called on Premier Clark
to instruct Liberal members of the special legislative committee
to reconsider their decision not to reappoint Auditor General
John Doyle to a second six-year term.
‘The Auditor General has done an outstanding job by any

measure and deserves to be reappointed,’ said Dix. ‘It simply
makes no sense to deny reappointment when the Auditor
General’s initial appointment was unanimous and he has done
such an excellent job serving the public interest.’
John Doyle was appointed unanimously by the public

accounts committee in 2007. Under legislation, the Auditor
General can indicate a desire to be reappointed for a second
term and a special legislative committee must consider that
request within 60 days. For the Auditor General to be
reappointed, the committee must provide unanimous consent,
which was not given.
‘Rather than going through an expensive, time-consuming

and unnecessary search, the ideal candidate is already on the
job and should be kept on,’ said New Democrat caucus chair
Shane Simpson. ‘His work on the BC Rail scandal, on
accounting practices at BC Hydro and on the government’s
failures in managing our forest resource has been exemplary.’
‘The Liberal government has shown a pattern of

unwillingness to listen to their critics, of only talking to their
friends and acting as if they will always be in power,’ said Dix.
‘This is a wrongheaded decision, but I will be the first to praise
them if they reconsider it and support the reappointment of the
Auditor General.’ 0

UVic invests in Enbridge

Reconsider decision on
Auditor General, says NDP



Let’s agree to call this year 2013.
We cannot celebrate a birthday, give homage to the gods,

hold a meeting, or function in society without a calendar. After
food and shelter, the calendar forms the very basis for the
organization of civilizations and cultures, yet there is nothing in
the natural world to suggest there is such a thing or even that
we need one. Intuitively, rationally and mathematically, we try
to make sense of our lives, we have no choice, it is the way our
minds work, to make sense out of non-sense. Of all the creative
fictions cobbled together to satisfy this urge, the calendar is the
most bizarre. 
It is now 6763 in Abyssinian terms.
In pre-historic days lives were governed by the length of

daylight, the weather and the seasons, all of which varied
somewhat but did provide a semblance of repeatability. To
suggest, ‘We can talk about this tomorrow’ is a reasonable thing
to say. The unsaid caveat that there might not be a tomorrow is
redundant because we will not be here to fret about it. But for
reasons of power and control a few select people have attempted
to calculate the dimensions by which we might live. These
dimensions may be expressed in days, moons, solar shadows,
tides, floods, wars, plagues, the lives of others, and so on. Not
one of which is consistent or reliable. 
In China spans of time were measured by the lives of each

successive Emperor, thus you might have been born in the fifth
year of the Emperor Wang Mang for example. These calendars
were numerically small because they always started again with
each new Emperor. Just as ours starts with the birth of Christ.
In Bengali we have just entered the year 1420.
The first observable time units were day and night which

varied with the season and the latitude. The Romans invented
the 12 hour day/night schedule just as we have, but they varied
the length of hours to fit the season, daylight hours were longer
in summer and shorter in winter. 
Then came the week. Ohmygod, you could have a 5 day, 6

day, 7, 8, or 10-day week depending on when and where you
were born. The rational choice was the 10-day week first created
in Dynastic Egypt and more recently espoused by revolutionary
France, Soviet Russia and China. All three modern attempts
failed due to lack of interest. 
In Thai it is 2556. 
Then come the months and the choice widens. In classical

Greece every city had its own calendar. If you wandered into
Athens at the time of Socrates your papyrus diary might have
recorded a speech made during Hekatombion or possibly
Anthesterion. Or if you time travel to Rome to hear Cato during
the same months, you would have to record them as Janus and
Sextilis. The challenge of course was to fit an equal number of
weeks/months into a solar quota of 365.241625 days in June,
or 365.242769 days in December. If we agree that the earth
spins around the sun like a top then there is no reason at all why
there should be a convenient mathematical number to encircle
it. The second challenge is how you measure it. The Babylonians
and Egyptians reckoned with about 360 days which was a lot
more fun because they could divide this into 30 x 12 yielding 12
perfect months of 30 days each. And since these figures were
divisible by 3, that number became infused with an arcane
astronomical meaning. Reducto in absurdem. It also explains
why we continue to divide a circle into 360º and measure our
precious time in quantities of 60 minutes and 60 seconds. It did
not take Babylonian and Egyptian astronomers long however,
to realize their observational error and being eminently
practical, they kept the 360 day year and added 5 days every
winter for a God given holiday! I encourage everyone to petition
Harper to pass a Bill creating a Canadian National Calendar of
360 days plus 5 days for Winterfest.
In Ethiopian terms it is now 2006.
So if the sun is not reliable, how about the stars? This worked

adequately in Hawaii for centuries because their days were more

or less tropically equal, it fails however, in the finer details
because the length of night still varied depending on whether
you looked at the horizon from the beach or mountain top, and
if it was cloudy—forget it. 
The next most obvious target was the moon, after all don’t

we all respond to lunar cycles? Biology may make
accommodation but the mathematically inclined astronomers
were hard pressed to divvy up 27.3217 days into neat packages.
The Muslim year is lunar while the pragmatic Buddhist calendar
is lunar/solar, a little bit of each, alternating 29 and 30 day
months, then catching up by adding 7 extra months every 19
years, plus an additional 11 days every 57 years. (There will be
an exam on all this at the end of the essay.) 
In Pali we are now in the month of Cita of the year
2557.
Quite a few calendars managed to justify a merger of solar

and lunar viewings. The Jewish calendar, for example,
superimposes lunar festivals over a Babylonian solar base using
numbers instead of names and cheerfully adding or deleting a
few days here and there as needs be. In antiquity, Jewish
religious leaders adapted their calendar according to botanical
observations such as when barley sprouted or plums ripened.
Currently it operates on a 19-year cycle beginning each day at
sunset.
In Jewish terms it is now the year 5773. 
The most commonly used calendar today is the western

Gregorian Calendar originally proclaimed by Julius Cesar (the
Julian Calendar) in what we call 46 BCE (before the common
era) with 365 days. This was soon corrected by Augustus Caesar
who restarted the calendar with the year 1. He then approved
the addition of the Leap Year, one extra day every four years,
and changed the names of two of the summer months to honour
his name and that of his predecessor. That fact that this screwed
up the meaning of September, October and November which
mean seventh, eighth and ninth months when in reality they
became the ninth, tenth, and eleventh months, didn’t seem to
matter. Augustus also took advantage of the new calendar to
invent the ‘birthday’, beginning with his own. Thereafter the
Emperor’s birthday was proclaimed a national holiday while we
continue the same celebration
on a smaller scale.
In the Holocene calendar it
is now 12,013. 
In the western world,

Augustus’ reforms went along
merrily for a few centuries until
bright eyed astronomers again
noticed something amiss-we
were gaining a few minutes
each year. They persuaded the
Pope to assert his influence by
deducting 10 whole days from
the calendar in October 1582.
Roman Catholic countries
complied. But since this was
only a generation after the
Reformation, all the Protestant
countries and those of the
Eastern Orthodox churches
refused, which explains why
Cervantes and Shakespeare,
who died on the same day in
1616, did so on April 13 and
April 23 respectively. Most of
the western world including
North America finally adopted
the Gregorian Calendar in 1752
when Wednesday, September 2
was followed by Thursday,

September 14. As the days were theoretically lost, there was
much debate about who paid for the lost days. 
For the record, it is now Heisei 25 in the Japanese
Calendar.
Religious festival dates may be solar, lunar, political or

simply pragmatical. Several apocryphal tales account for
Christmas. My favourite is that early Christians wishing to
gather in secret chose to use Saturnalia as a cover since everyone
else was partying too. When asked what they were celebrating,
they answered Saturnalia and the Birthday of the Emperor
Diocletian which had been proclaimed a holiday on December
25. 
The Christian Easter is based on the Pagan Spring Festival

of Oestre, hence the allusions to eggs and rabbits. The
calculation is based on the Jewish Calendar and therefore lunar
and it goes something like this: Easter is the first Sunday plus
ten days after the first full moon following the spring equinox,
which means anytime between March 22 and April 25. 
In Assyrian it is 6762.
We are not done yet. New calendars are continually being

created. There is the Tropical Calendar for example, or Unix
Time if you want to be really cool. Isaac Asimov posited a World
Seasonal Calendar whereby the year was divided into four
seasons named prosaically A, B, C and D, of 13 weeks (91 days)
each, plus one extra holiday for New Year. This piece of trivia
segues nicely into the conundrum of ‘when is New Year?’
Traditionally most New Years were celebrated in Spring—

naturally. Some cultures prefered Summer, others used Fall,
while the Romans celebrated theirs mid-winter to coincide with
Saturnalia. Like the change to the Gregorian Calendar in 1752,
western society also changed its New Year from April 1 or 3 to
January 1, hence the April Fool’s Joke for those who forgot. The
accountants however, could not reconcile their books to a partial
year, which is why the fiscal New Year and your tax returns are
still due in April.
The Islamic Calendar tells me it is 1435.
Like the newborn child, a calendar engenders potential–and

that implies hope. Happy New Year—whenever it is! 0
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Need to cast a wide net for
your business?

You will be amazed how far your advertising dollar can go!
Call Sara to talk about your 2013 plans: 250.629.3660.

18,000 Copies + Canada Post Home Delivery + Free Boxes + 2-week
Shelf-life + Online Readership = The Most Competitive Ad Rates

Island Tides’ wide
circulation and regional
readership take your
message to the Coast!
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JANUARY 1, 2013: GOOD MORNING, STRAIT OF GEORGIA.

The Calendar
Brian Crumblehulme


